In a number of recent papers [l] , [2] , [3] , and [4] the question of the existence of nontrivial semigroups of operators on a normed space "close to the identity" is considered. In this note a simple theorem is proved from which all known results readily follow.
It is a pleasure to thank R. Hirschfeld for mentioning the problem.
Theorem. Let G be a group and T an endomorphism of G. Suppose there exists a set F of homomorphisms from G into the additive group C such that:
1. f(Tng) =o(«) for every fEF, gEG. Proof. We apply the theorem to X = G, F = X' and T.
We note that it is even not supposed that T is continuous. Corollary 2. Let T be a continuous operator on a normed space X such that 1. ||F«||=0(«).
2. Iimini(l/n)||Eî:S(r*--0||<l.
Then T=I.
Proof. Let O^xQX. There is a O^x'QX' with (x, x') = \\x\\\\x'\\. Then 
